UNCLASSIFIED

REGIONAL SERVICE CENTER
MANILA, Philippines

Date Feb. 2, 1967

TITLE: ALLIANCE FOR PROGRESS POSTER # 10
(Job 7-336)

DATE PRINTED: Jan. 4, 1967

LANGUAGE: Portuguese

COPIES PRINTED: 1,085

COST (Impressions): 32 per copy

ORIGIN: agency

ATTRIBUTION: ---

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS: Portuguese version of agency-originated poster.

DISTRIBUTION: 1,000 IPS, USIA warehouse, Brooklyn, N.Y.
50 IPS/CR

2 sample copies each to Director, Psychological Operations Dept., U.S. Army Special Warfare School, Fort Bragg, North Carolina;
Director NSA, Fort George G. Meade, Maryland;
Attn: Library Acquisition;